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Agenda 
 KS2 statutory external moderation

 The revised ‘pupil can’ statements for the 
standards at pre-key stage 2

 Using STA’s training materials for considering 
the differences between the writing standards



KS2 statutory external moderation

Moderation visits take place in June - schools will be informed on 
the 17th May.

If selected for external moderation, schools must not submit their 
data until after the visit has taken place. (The STA deadline for 
submitting TA writing judgements is Thursday 27th June.)

The sample of pupils (15% [or 5 in a single class] chosen by 
moderators on the day) will cover attainment from WTS to GDS. 



External moderation is a collaborative process between the 
LA moderator/s and the school. 

The professional discussion between the Y6 
teacher/s and the LA external moderator is 
central to the moderation process.

Moderators must provide the opportunity for 
Y6 teachers to articulate their understanding 
of the standards as set out in the TA framework.



Evidence



Advice unchanged from last year

Handwriting

The requirement for joined handwriting is at the expected standard.

Handwriting may be inconsistent – you can base your judgements on the 
strongest piece and use additional evidence from handwriting exercises.

Independent work

STA expects schools to be clear on the level of independence of the 
work presented.  The provision of class learning aims and objectives 
does not constitute additional support, but over-scaffolding the 
expected outcome should be avoided.
Teachers need to be able to identify independent work to moderators, 
and clarify the degree of support a pupil has received.



Success criteria

How do you use success criteria with your class?



Success criteria

Success criteria often define ‘success’ in terms of the presence of 

ingredients, not in terms of the actual point of the writing.

‘Boxed criteria’ keep the ingredients, but link them explicitly to 

purpose and to the reader. 

In the middle, pupils put what the writing is and its intended 

audience; outwards from this are the intended ‘effects’ on that 

audience, or what the writing is meant to provide for its readers; 

outwards again are the ingredients – the features which might help 

to achieve these things.
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Revised ‘pupil can’ statements 
 The ‘pupil can’ statements for working towards the expected standard, 

working at the expected standard and working at greater depth within the 

expected standard are unchanged from last year.

 The emphasis continues to be on composition, with statements relating to 

the more ‘technical’ aspects of English writing (grammar, punctuation and 

spelling) being less prescriptive. 

 Changes have been made to the pre-key stage 2 standards in light 

of the Rochford Review. The ‘pupil can’ statements have been 

revised to ensure they reflect the key aspects of the subject and 

classroom practice as well as allowing for progression towards the 

national curriculum.



(The plan is also to replace P scales 1 to 4 with the 7 aspects 
of engagement for cognition & learning.)



WTS ‘pupil can’ statements

If children have not met the statements for WTS, teachers will need to 

use the revised pre-key stage standards…













Exemplification documents

The (optional) exemplification materials for supporting teacher 

judgements remain the same. 

 WTS – Dani 

 ‘Low’ EXS – Morgan

 ‘High’ EXS – Leigh

 GDS – Frankie 



KS2 moderation training materials 2018-19 (see NCA tools)

This year the STA has shared all its national training materials and standardisation 
exercises with schools (accessed via NCA tools).



Training exercise 3: pupil C

This collection was used during the 2017/18 standardisation cycle.

When reading the collection, focus on these aspects of KS2 writing:

 Spelling

 Integration of dialogue in narratives to convey character and 

advance the action

 Writing effectively for purposes and audiences, selecting language 

that shows good awareness of the reader

 Selecting appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures

 Exercising an assured and conscious control over levels of formality

What standard would you award this collection of writing?



Spelling (Pupil C)



If there is no evidence that pupils 
can spell words from the statutory 
word lists, in accordance with the 
relevant qualifiers, the 'pupil can' 
statement would not be met.

Spelling tests or exercises may be 
used as evidence. If pupils do not 
use any of the words from the 
statutory lists in their day-to-day 
writing, evidence from these tests 
and exercises alone is sufficient.





Writing effectively showing good awareness of the reader 
(Pupil C)



The examples in brackets are just examples. There are many other examples 
of language/grammatical structures that could influence effectiveness. 
Also, it may be that children have used contracted forms, passive verbs, 
modal verbs etc. but not effectively.

It is important not to just ‘feature-spot’ but to consider the 
appropriacy of a pupil’s choices in terms of audience and purpose.

EXS



Read the exemplified commentary for pupil C 

The pupil has met all of the ‘pupil can’ statements for the 

expected standard.

All statements carry equal weight and they all need to be 

achieved for children to be awarded the standard.



Why does pupil C’s collection not meet ‘working at greater depth’?

(See page 7 of the commentary for pupil C to see if you agree.)

What would be the next steps for pupil C?



Greater depth

Pupils working at greater depth should be able to consistently 

distinguish between speech (informal conversational language) and 

written language (used for stories, reports, persuasion…).

This statement does not relate to spoken dialogue; it is about pupils 

being able to avoid language inappropriate to the context and to 

select vocabulary and grammatical structures that are appropriate.

They should also be able to exercise an assured and conscious control 

over the levels of formality. This refers to the fact that the pupil can 

write with confidence and that their choices are deliberate and 

considered. (Editing may help evidence ‘conscious’ control.)



Review your children’s writing at the expected standard

▪ Is there evidence of integrated dialogue in narratives that 

conveys character and advances the action?

▪ Consider the different purposes of the pieces of writing and 

whether or not the pupil has selected appropriate language and 

grammatical structures.

▪ Review the other statements and consider the next steps for the 

pupil and the wider implications for your class.

During a statutory moderation visit Y6 teachers will be expected to 

demonstrate how a pupil has met each of the ‘pupil can’ statements.





Standardisation exercise 3

Take a few minutes to read the collections of writing.

What standard do you consider each of the three pupils to 
be working at and why?



Standardisation exercise 3

Pupil A: EXS
Pupil B: GDS
Pupil C: WTS

Discuss:
Why does pupil C’s collection not meet the expected standard?



Standardisation exercise pupil C: WTS, why not EXS?



WTS ‘pupil can’ statements

Review your children’s writing at working towards the expected 
standard. Consider the evidence for each statement and their next 
steps for moving up to EXS.



GDS: drawing independently on reading and using 
punctuation to enhance meaning and avoid ambiguity

How does pupil B draw independently on their reading to write 

effectively for a range of audiences and purposes?

Are there any examples of punctuation being used to enhance 

meaning and avoid ambiguity?



GDS: drawing independently on reading



GDS: drawing independently on reading

 The pupil’s knowledge of language, gained from reading fiction and 

non-fiction texts, is evident throughout. The writing is effectively 

adapted for varied purposes and audiences across a range of forms.

 To meet this statement, pupils may choose to adopt the style of a 

particular author (following the study of a class novel) as well as 

drawing on their wider reading to influence their choice of 

structure and organisation, grammatical structures and vocabulary.

Consider how you give, or will give greater depth writers more  

autonomy over how they choose to structure their writing. 

Are they ever allowed to decide on the audience for their writing?



GDS: using punctuation to enhance meaning and avoid ambiguity



Aspiring to greater depth 

When deciding whether your most able writers are working at 

greater depth, consider whether they are developing their own 

style with assured and conscious control.

A greater depth writer has a voice and makes a choice.



Looking for evidence of GDS in your children’s work



Ensuring children have the best opportunities to reach their 
potential in writing - advice from Nottingham’s moderators:

 Cover several text types / different forms of writing with a balance 
of fiction and non-fiction:

- recounts (letter / diary / newspaper report)

- promotional leaflets / persuasive reports (e.g. school prospectus, 

guide to Nottingham or a place visited)

- story openings and narrative poetry

- instructions / explanations

- narratives that move through time periods

- non-chronological reports (e.g. about a made-up creature)

- biographies (researched by the children)

 Use quality texts as models



 Visit the Primary Team website for useful links and resources…

www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/primaryteam



Help and support from the STA

For general enquiries about national curriculum teacher assessment 

or the teacher assessment frameworks, you can contact the STA at:

 National curriculum assessments helpline: 0300 303 3013 

 Email: assessments@education.gov.uk

mailto:assessments@education.gov.uk


www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/primaryteam 
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